Centre for Society and Policy
Indian Institute of Science, Bengaluru

Presents

Workshop On Intellectual Property Rights (IPR)
26th to 27th July 2019

The workshop will equip academic institutions to set up their own incubation centre and IP Cell in the area of science and technology.

Register at:
office.csp@iisc.ac.in
Registration Fee: Rs. 2,500/-
(includes accommodation)

Contact us:
Centre for Society & Policy (CSP)
IISc, Bengaluru- 12
www.csp.iisc.ac.in
080-22932486

Day 1
- Discussion on patents, trademarks, and copy rights
- Patentability of a technology & its identification
- UK, US, European and Indian IPR Frameworks
- Presentations and exercises on filing a patent

Day 2
- Practical understanding of filing procedures with PCT and Madrid protocol
- Detailing the modalities in setting up incubation centres and IP Cell
- IP facilitation and technology incubation for start-ups
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